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We establish inequalities between entropy numbers and approximation numbers 
for operators acting between Banach spaces. Furthermore we derive inequalities 
between eigenvalues and entropy numbers for operators acting on a Banach space. 
The results are compared with the classical inequalities of Bernstein and Jackson. 
0. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Let Y(E, F) denote the set of all (bounded linear) operators from the 
Banach space E into the Banach space F. 
For every operator S E P’(E, F) the nth entropy number e,(s) is defined 
to be the infimum of all E > 0 such that there are y, ,..., y,,-, E F for which 
holds. 
Here U, and U, are the closed unit balls of E and F, respectively. 
The theory of entropy numbers was introduced and studied by Pietsch in 
[ 15, (12)]. However, certain functions inverse to the s-entropy appeared in 
the work of Mitjagin and PeIczynski [ 131 and Triebel 1221. 
Roughly speaking, the asymptotic behaviour of e,(s) characterizes the 
“degree of compactness” of S. In particular, S is compact if and only if 
lim e,(S) = 0. 
The entropy numbers have the following nice properties of an additive and 
multiplicative s-number function [ 15, (12)] : 
Monotonicity : 
/ISI/ = el(S> > e,(S) 2 ... > 0 for S E LP(E, F); 
additivity: 
e ,+,-,(S + T> G e,(s) + e,(T) for S, T E LP(E, F); 
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multiplicativity: 
e .+,-GW G e,(s) e,(T) for T E Y(E, F), S E 9(F, G). 
Put 
“PFb := {S E 9: (e,(S)) E lp,qj 
and 
LXS) := ep,q Il(W>>llp,q for SE YE;, 
where [I,,,; ]] ]]p,4], 0 (p < co, 0 < q < co, stands for the quasinormed 
Lorentz sequence spaces (cf. [ 171) and E,., is a norming constant (cf. 
[ 15, (14.3)]). Then [p:b; LEb] becomes an injective and surjective 
quasinormed operator ideal [ 15, (14.3.5)]. 
From the multiplicativity of the entropy numbers we get the useful product 
formula 
This definition of the product of quasinormed operator ideals comes from 
[15, (7.1)1. 
For our purpose we need the following s-numbers: If S E Y(E, F) and 12 = 
1, 2,..., then the nth approximation number, Gelfand number, and 
Kolmogorov number are defined by 
a,(S) := inf((] S - L (1: rank(L) < n), 
c,(S) := inf{(]SJi]I: codim(M) < n}, 
and 
d,(S) := inf{(]QiS]]: dim(N) < n), 
respectively, where J$ denotes the embedding map from A4 into E and Qi 
the canonical map from F onto F/N. We mention that a := (a,), c := (c,) 
and d := (d,) are additive and multiplicative s-number functions [ 15, 1 l)]. If 
s E {a, c, 4, then the quasinormed operator ideals [iP:b ; LF,b] are 
analogously defined as above (cf. [ 15, (14)]. 
In the sequel p, pO,..., are positive constants which may depend on 
exponents p, q, U, U, but not on operators, Banach spaces, or the rank of 
operators. 
5X0/41&2 
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1. INEQUALITIES OF LEWIS-TYPE 
Let [U; a] and [23;/?] be quasinormed operator ideals. If there are 
constants 12 0 and p 2 1 such that (*) a(S) <pr@(S) for S E 9 with 
rank(S) < n and IZ = 1, 2,..., then (*) is called an inequality of Lewis-type. 
For examples we refer to [2, 8-10, 17, 19, 211. We start our considerations 
with a useful lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let E, be an n-dimensional Banach space and let I, be the 
identity operator on E,. If 0 < q < 00 and 0 < v < 00, then 
Lgt(I,) < pn’lq for n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. From [15, (12.1.13)], we know that 
e,(l,) < 4 . 2-+ ‘)“’ for k = 1, 2,... 
First we assume 0 < v < q < co. Then 
<pon”‘q +pln u/q-y1 _ 2-v/2”)-1* 
Using 2”“” > 1 + v/2n we get 
? k”lq- ‘Ed < p. nviq + pz n”” < p3 no”. 
I 
This implies the desired inequality 
for 0 < v <q < co and n = 1, 2,.... 
The remaining case where q < v Q co can be checked from LEl(I,) < 
p,,,L~Q,) by applying the above inequality. 
The following Lewis-type inequality complements that of Lemma 14 in 
1171. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 < q <p < 03 and 0 < u, v < 00. Then L::(S) Q 
pnl’q-“pL~~(S)for S E 9 with rank(S) < n and n = 1, 2,.... 
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Proof. Given an operator S E g(E, F) with rank(S) < n we write 
E --QE 
so 
i T 
J 
S(E) -!-+ S(E) 
where S, is the astriction of S, Z is the identity operator on S(E) and J the 
natural injection. Clearly, dim S(E) < n. Let 0 ( q (p ,< co, l/r = l/q - I/p. 
The product formula for YE: together with Lemma 1 yields 
Now the desired inequality is a consequence of the injectivity of the entropy 
quasinorms Lgt. 
The next inequality of Lewis-type is the key for our later work. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 < q <p < co and 0 < u, v < 03. Then L:‘,(S) < 
pn”4-“pL~~(S) for S E Y’ with rank(S) < n and n = 1,2,.... 
Proof Let S E Y(E, F) with rank(S) ( n and put N := [log,n]. By the 
definition of the approximation umbers we can find operators Sj E Y(E, E) 
with rank(Sj) < 2j and 
II S - sjll < &i(S) for j= 0, l,..., N + 1, 
where S, = 0 and S,,, =S. Put Dj:=Sj-Sj-,, j=l,..., N+ 1, then 
rank(D.) < 2j” J and S=c :+I Dj. Using the factorization 
E&E 
4 1 J 
Dj(E) d Dj(E> 
again with Z the identity operator on Dj(E), dim D,(E) < 2j+‘, and J the 
natural injection, we have by Lemma 1 and the fact that 1) Dj”jj = 1) Djll, 
From 
IlDjll < IIS - Sjll + IIS - Sj-1 II G %-dS) 
it follows that 
L$,(Di) < p, 2”- 1)‘qa2j-,(S). 
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Since L$, is a (complete) quasinorm, there is an equivalent Y := r(q, v) norm 
(cf. [ 15, (6.2.5)]). If 0 < q <p < co and n = 1, 2 ,..., then 
N+l 
(- 1 
l/r 
< p3 \‘ 2’j- ‘)%~~I(S)’ 
1 
Nt 1 1/r 
<p3 
L 
\‘ 2(*/q- *lp)r(j- Up”- *)/paa_,(S))r 
1 
Nil 
L P3 < 
\‘ 2(1/q- l/p)r(j- 11)1/r 
7 
sup 2’j~“‘PU,_,(S) 
1 <j&N+ 1 
,< pnllq- ‘lp sup jLIPaj(S) 
l<j<n 
2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ENTROPY NUMBERS AND 
APPROXIMATION NUMBERS 
The main result of this section is that 9$(E, F) S YEL(E, F) for all 
Banach spaces E and F. This yields an answer to a problem of Pietsch posed 
in [ 16; 5; 15, (14.3.12)]. In the process we have an extension of a famous 
result of Mitjagin originally formulated in terms of s-entropy from Hilbert 
space to Banach spaces [ 121 (cf. also [ 15, (12.2.5)]). 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 <p < 00 and s E {a, c, d}. Zf S E IzP(E, F), then 
sup k’IPe,(S) < pp sup kllps,(S) 
‘<k<n 1<k<n 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Proof. Let S E Y(E) F) and let n be a natural number. By the definition 
of the approximation umbers we find an operator L with rank(L) < n and 
(] S - L ]( < 2a,(S). Applying the additivity and monotonicity of the approx- 
imation numbers we get 
a,(L) <a,(S) + IIL - SII <a,(S) + 2%(S) < 3%(S) 
for 1 <k< n. 
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also we have by the additivity of the entropy numbers 
e,(S) < II S - L II + e,(L) ,< W(S) + e,(L). 
From Lemma 3 we obtain 
vq 
1 pwn < 1’q - 1/P , y? n k”“a,(L) \ \ 
for 0 < q < p < co and thus (with q =p/2) 
n”pe,,(L) < pplzp sup k’jPa,(L) 
I<k<n 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Combining the above inequalities we arrive at 
n"P%(S) < (2 + 3Pp,zp) ,$p,, k"%(s) for n = 1, 2,.... 
. 
This inequality immediately implies 
ll’Pe,(S) < (2 + 3Pp,2p) ,zl’, k”‘%(S) 
< (2 + 3Pp,2p) 1 ;‘4’, kl’P%(S) 
\ 
for I = l,..., n and therefore 
sup k”Pek(S) < (2 + 3&,,,,) SUP kl’PUk(S) for 12 = 1, 2,.... 
l<k<n I<k<n 
Since the entropy numbers are injective and surjective [ 15, (12.1.8)], the 
preceding inequality is also valid for the Gelfand and Kolmogorov numbers. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < p < co and 0 < q < co. If s E {a, c, d), then 
YE’,(E, F) z pEb(E, F) for all Banach spaces E and F. 
ProoJ As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we have 
9$“(E, F) s YEb,(E, F) for O<p<m. 
Using this inclusion the general case can be checked by real interpolation: If 
O<p,<p,<~,0<0<1,and l/p=(l--)/p,+B/p,,then 
W’e,!,,(E, I.3 i”;:,,E F)),,, 5 ~jTYb(E, F) 
forO<q,,q,,q,<oo. 
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The proof of this fact is the same one as that for Theorem 14 in [ 171. 
Furthermore we have by a result of Peetre and Sparr [ 141 that 
Now given an exponent p with 0 < p < co, we can find po, p, and 8 such that 
0 < p. < p < p1 < co and l/p = (1 - 0)/p, + B/p,. Applying the preceding 
interpolation formulas we obtain from 9$‘$(E, F) C= Y~~,(E, F), i = 0, 1, 
that 
forO<q<co. 
Since the entropy ideals 9:: are injective and surjective [15, (14.3.5)], 
the preceding inclusion is also valid for the ideals 9:: and 92:. 
The preceding theorems can be used to characterize diagonal operators 
between I,-spaces as well as to embed maps between Besov spaces by their 
entropy numbers. For a detailed study of this we refer to [3,4]. As a simple 
application of Theorem 2 we get the announced result of Mitjagin [ 121 (cf. 
also [15, (12.2.5)]). Let us mention that on the Hilbert space H the class 
.VEJH, H) is usually denoted by 9&. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 0 < p < cg and 0 < q < co. Then 
Lee) (H H) = Y P.9 ’ P.9’ 
Proof. For S E 9(E, F) the nth Hilbert number h,(S) is defined by 
h,(S) :=supfa,(~W:llXll Q LllBll< 11, 
where X E g(Z,, E) and B E Y(F, r,). In [ 15, (12.3. l)] it is shown that 
h,(S) Q 2e,(S). This and Theorem 2 yield 
Here h := (h,) is again an s-number function in the sense of Pietsch [ 15, 
(11.4)]. From [15, (11.3.4)], we know that YE’(H, H) = s”,,, which implies 
the desired assertion YE@, H) = Yp,, . 
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3. DISTRIBUTION OF EIGENVALUES 
Since we are interested in eigenvalues, all Banach spaces under 
considerations are assumed to be complex. 
If S E P(E, E) is a compact operator, then (A,(S)) denotes the sequence 
of all eigenvalues counted according to their algebraic multiplicities and 
ordered such that In,(S)] > IA,(S)] > ... > 0. If S has less than n eigenvalues, 
then we put n,(S) = 0. 
In the sequel we prove interesting inequalities involving eigenvalues and 
entropy numbers for compact operators acting on a Banach space. 
In order to prove the main result of this section we need the following 
elementary fact (cf. [ 171). 
LEMMA 4. Let S E Y(E) E) be a compact operator and A,(S) # 0. Then 
there is an n-dimensional S-invariant subspace E, of E such that the 
operator S, E .Y(E,,, E,) induced by S has exactly the eigenvalues 
n,(s),..., n”(s). 
The following interesting inequalities can be successfully applied to the 
study of eigenvalue problems of operators acting on Banach spaces. A 
weaker result has already been announced in [24]. 
THEOREM 3. Let S E Y’(E, E) be a compact operator. Then 
I&&.Vl< (fiY”-“‘“e,(S) 
for k, n = 1, 2 ,... I 
Proof If n,(S) = 0 the inequality is trivial, so we may assume n,,(S) # 0. 
By the preceding lemma there is an n-dimensional S-invariant subspace E, 
of E such that S,, the restriction of S to E,, possesses exactly the eigen- 
values n,(S),..., A,(S). 
Let J,, and P, denote the natural injection from E, into E and any spectral 
projection from E onto E,, respectively. Then we have for S, the fac- 
torization :
E, 2 E, 
J” 
I T p ” 
ES-E 
Since A,(S) # 0, there exists the inverse operator SC’. Clearly, the eigen- 
values of S; ’ are n;‘(S),..., A;‘(S). Obviously, for the identity operator on 
an n-dimensional (complex) Banach space we have I, = P, SNJ,(S; ‘)N. 
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Using the fact e&J > (\/Z-)cm-lvn [15, (12.1.13)] and the well-known 
spectral radius formula 
the multiplicativity of the entropy numbers yields 
<VW N(k- 1)/n < ,eN,k-,,+,(z,)=e,,k-l,+,(P,SNJ”(S,l)N) 
< liPnil eN(k-l)+l (SN) IlJnlI l(~,‘>“II 
G lIPnIl 4x9 Il(%‘>“II* 
Hence, 
for N = 1, 2,.... 
Letting N+ 00 we obtain the desired conclusion 
Inn(s)l < (fi)(k-l)‘n ek(S) 
for k, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
As an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem we get 
THEOREM 4. Let S E P(E, E) be a compact operator. Then 
I WI < (\/z>+ ‘)ln e,W 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Notice that we have found for the first time pseudo-s-numbers which 
admit estimations for the single eigenvalues n,(S) in terms of the single 
entropy numbers e,(S). All well-known s-numbers uch as approximation, 
Gelfand, Kolmogorov, or Weyl numbers [ 171 do not possess this property. 
Moreover, Theorems 2 and 4 imply the earlier Weyl-type inequalities 
between eigenvalues and approximation, Gelfand, or Kolmogorov numbers 
found in 17). 
In a forthcoming paper the result of Theorem 3 was slightly improved by 
Triebel and the author in the following way (cf. [6]): 
Let S E P(E, E) be a compact operator. Then 
(0 I &(S)l)“’ < (j/T)(k-l)ln e,(S) 
for k, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
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Finally, we give two typical situations in which Theorem 4 applies to 
operators acting on Lorentz sequence spaces as well as on Besov function 
spaces, complementing and improving earlier results of [ 7, 81 and the author. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 1 < p ,< q < co and let S E Y(Z,,, , I,,,) be an 
operator admitting the factorization S = DS,, where D E 9(1,,,, I,+,) is a 
diagonal operator generated by a sequence (ok) E Ir,t, 0 < r < 00, 0 < t ,< GO, 
and S, E -Y(l,., , I,,,). Then 
MS)) E L for l/s = l/r + I/p - l/q. 
Proof: By [3] we have (e,,(D)) E I,,, for l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Thus 
(e,(S)) E I,,, and by Theorem 4 
(US>> E L, for I/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. 
Denote by Bp”,,, 1 <p, u < co, co < A < co, the Besov function spaces on a 
bounded interval. We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let l,<p<q<a and A--p> l/p-l/q. If 
SEy(B;,,, B$,,) is an operator whose image is contained in Bi,m. Then 
(n”(s)) E Lx for l/s = 2 -,u. 
Proof: The operator S regarded as a map from Bg,, into B,“,oo has a 
closed graph and therefore S can be factorized in the following way: 
where S, E .V(B,U,, , Bi,,) and J is the embedding map. By [4] we have 
(e,(J)> E I,,, for l/s = 3, -p, 
which implies (e,(S)) E I,,, and, thus, Theorem 4 yields 
(W>> E 4,, for l/s=1-,k 
Counterexamples exist to show that the results in the preceding propositions 
are optimal. In the case 1 < q <p < 03 eigenvalue distributions of such 
operators can be obtained by the technique of Weyl-numbers [171. 
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4. INEQUALITIES OF BERNSTEIN-JACKSON-TYPE 
The inequalities in Section 2 concerning operators in Banach spaces can 
be interpreted as counterparts to the classical Bernstein and Jackson 
inequalities. It turns out that corresponding analogies exist between 
(i) entropy numbers and the modulus of continuity, 
(ii) approximation umbers and Bernstein numbers, 
(iii) eigenvalues and Fourier coefficients. 
Let L,*[O, l], 1 <p< co, and L$[O, l] := C*[O, 1) for p = co denote the 
spaces of p-summable and continous l-periodic functions, respectively. 
IffE L,*[O, 11, then the modulus of continuity is defined by 
w’“‘(f, S) := sup 
(1 
i p-(x + h) -f(x)]” dx ‘lP 
O<lhl$S 0 1 
The nth Bernstein number Ejp’(f), fE L,*(O, 11, is defined by 
E:‘(f) := inf ]]S- T]],, n = 0, 1) 2 )...) 
where the infimum is taken over all trigonometrical polynomials T with 
degree(T) < n, n = 1, 2 ,..., and where T E 0 iff degree(T) < 0. Obviously, 
WV-) = Ilfll,. 
Bernstein inequalities 
The Bernstein inequality for functionsfE Lz[O, 1 ] says (cf. e.g., [ 11, 201) 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Theorem 1 implies an analogous (Bernstein) inequality for operators: 
e,(s) < + 5 ak(S> for n = 1, 2,.... 
1 
Jackson inequalities 
The Jackson inequalities for functions f E L,*fO, 1 ] says (cf. e.g., [ 11,201) 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
By [15, (12.3.1)], we have an analogous (Jackson) inequality for operators: 
WI < %(S) for n = 1, 2,.... 
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If S acts between Hilbert spaces, then h,(S) = a,(S) [15, (11.3.4)], and, 
thus, 
a,(s) G %(S) for n = 1, 2,.... 
Notice that the analogies established above are not only formal. Indeed, if S, 
is a convolution operator generated by a function f, then there are 
relationships between approximation numbers of S, and the Bernstein 
numbers off as well as relationships between the entropy numbers of S, and 
the modulus of continuity off: For this purpose IetfE L%[O, 11, 1 <p < co, 
then the convolution operator S, is defined by 
Sfg := 
i 
‘ f(s - t) g(t) dt. 
0 
The operator S, can be considered as a map from L:,[O, 1 ] into C* [0, 11, 
l/p’ := 1 - l/p, cf. [23]. 
PROPOSITION 4. LetfELL,*[O, I], 1 ,<p< 00. ThenforS,EY(L$[O, 11, 
C*(O, 1)) the inequalities 
Ql(S,) = II Sfll G IISII, = W(f), 
%lc$l G e?(f) for n = 1, 2,..., 
and 
for 0 < r < co, n = 1, 2 ,..., are valid. 
ProoJ: Given E > 0 and a natural number n. There is a polynomial T 
with degree(T) < n and 
IIS - T/l, < (1 + c)E:)Cf>, f E L,*[O, I]. 
Since rank(S,) < 2n, we have 
4s/) < II s,- S,I/ < Ilf - T/l, G (1 + &I E?“(f )a 
This yields one of the desired inequalities. 
Now, we turn to the other inequality. Without loss of generality we may 
assume 0 < r < 1. In order to treat this case we need a consequence from 
Theorem 1: Let 0 < r < co and S E 4p(E, F), then 
e,(s) < P,n- ‘jr ($ n;(s)y for n = 1, 2,.... 
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Using this, a,,(S,) <E:‘(f) and 
ly(f) < pcdp ( ) f, f ) n = 1) 2 )...) 
we obtain 
Now, we estimate the right-hand side. A well-known property of the modulus 
of continuity yields 
Thus 
Since 0 < r < 1, the sum on the right-hand side can be estimated by 
~pr~4n’n-‘+L = Pr,4n. 
Hence 
(**) 
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Combining the estimates (*) and (**) we obtain the desired conclusion 
4%) < pr ( Pr Ilfll, + 09 ( 1) 
f, $ 
for 0 < r < 1, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
PROPOSITION 5. LetfEL,*[O,l], l<p<co, O<s, t<co. Then for 
Sf E Y(Lp*,[ 0, 1 J, C* ]O, 11) the foltowing conclusions are valid: 
(E!:‘(f)) E l,y., implies S,E JYiyj(L,*,[O, 11, C*[O, 11) 
and 
(w(P) (A;)) El,,, implies S, E .+(L,*,[O, 11, C* [0, 11). 
Proof. The first conclusion can be easy checked by Proposition 4. In 
order to treat the second one we choose a number r such that 0 ( r ( s. Then 
(H-“~ ]]f]],) E l,,, and by our assumption we have (K”~ ]lfll, + 
o’“‘(J; l/n>> (2 I,,,. 
Now, Proposition 4 implies (e,(S,>) E I,,, which yields the desired con- 
clusion. 
Finally, let A,(f), n = 0, f 1, rt2 ,..., be the (complex) Fourier coefftcients 
of fE L,*[O, 11. It is well known that the A,(f) are the eigenvalues of the 
convolution operator S, E JY(L,*,[ 0, 11, Lz,[ 0, 1 I). 
Fourier coefficients and eigenvalues 
For a function f~ L,*[O, 1 ] we have 
Iuf>l ,< PpWCP’ ( 1 f, + for n = * 1, *2,.... 
On the other hand by Theorem 4 we have an analogous inequality for 
operators: 
I4G)l < (42Y’)‘” e,(s) for n = 1, 2,.... 
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5. FINAL REMARKS AND AN OPEN PROBLEM 
1. Using the s-entropy defined by 
H(S, E) := log inf 
! 
n: there are y, ,..., y, E F with 
the entropy ideals Ipit,’ can be described by 
.Yyt’ = 
1 J 
s E 9: %“‘(S; E) d&’ < co 
0 I 
ifO<s<oo,O<t<m,and 
4p;yj = 
! 
s E Y: sup ESH($ E) < co 
I 
ifO<s<oo,t=co. 
2. As mentioned in Section 2, in [3, 41 the results of Theorems 1 
and 2 have been successfully applied to characterize diagonal operators 
between Lorentz sequence spaces as well as of embedding maps between 
Besov function spaces. We were able to extend results of Mitjagin, Marcus, 
Oloff, Birman and M. Z. Solomjak, and Triebel, to previously unknown 
cases. 
3. Now, we give a corollary to Theorem 3. Let (s,) be a 
multiplicative pseudo-s-number function (cf. [ 15, (12)]). For any compact, 
or more generally, for any Riesz operator (cf. [ 15, (26.5)]), S E 49(E, E) let 
e,(S) <pksL(S) with pfk-+ 1 if k-t co (e.g., pk Q pk” with p > 1 and u > 0). 
Then 
I~,(~)l < (lh’k- %w 
or slightly stronger 
for k, n = 1, 2,... 
(Q ,Aj(S)fU < (\/2)‘k-l)%&s) for k, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
The proof of these inequalities can be carried out in the same way as the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
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4. Finally, we turn to general multiplicative s-number functions (s,) 
115, (1 l)]. As already shown by the author (unpublished, 1977), for any 
compact, or more generally, for any Riesz operator, S E Y(E, E) the 
following kind of Weyl-type inequality is valid: 
ln/log(n+ 111 
-&w<P,w~+ 1) c s$Y), n = 1, 2 ).... 
1 I 
However, the following problem is open. 
Problem. Is it true that 
andO<p<co,O<q<co? 
For all known multiplicative s-numbers such as approximation, Gelfand, 
Kolmogorov, or Weyl numbers [ 171 the problem has been answered in the 
affirmative. 
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